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LEARNING OBJECTIVE

Students are able to:
- differentiate a Report text from a Descriptive text
- write a Report text
- present their culture



Opening Discussion
What do you know about cultures?
What differs your culture from others?
Why should we be proud of our culture?

 
 

Read the first passage below!
READING

BEFORE
LEARNING

The Art of The Sacred Kecak Dance
written by Joan Helen

   The fire dance, commonly
known as Kecak dance, is a
traditional Balinese dance to
showcase wayang folk stories or
Ramayana. Though the
movements seem simple and
repetitive, there lies a
philosophy and deep meanings
behind it. The main purpose of
this dance is to show their beliefs
to their god as a protector and
helper of his people. Due to this,
the dance is a mutual obligation
amongst Balinese people.
  Highly inspired by the
traditional ritual done by the
Balinese, Wayan Limbak, a
Balinese artist along with a
German artist Walter Spies
founded the fire dance in 1930
which then they adapt to the
Ramayana folk stories. They
began introducing the dance in
small villages like Gianyar and
Bonyar Village and  soon evolved
and became popular in Bali. The
dance is now always included in a
lot of religious events.

      The dance is showcased with more than
50 male dancers with plaid cloth around
their waist sitting in circles and, crying out
"cak" repetitively in a certain rhythm.
Surprisingly, this dance is not accompanied
by any instruments besides the little bells
tied on the dancers’ leg as one dancer will
cry out the same words over and over with a
certain tone or pitch which then will be
followed by the rest of the dancers. The
dance showcase is usually led by a religious
figure in Hinduism who acts as a prayer
leader, seeking safety from the Hyang
Widhi.
     Since the Kecak dance is also a Ramayana
showcase, some dancers will role-play as
Ramayana characters such as Shinta, Rama,
Rahwana, Sugriva and Hanuman. The dance
itself is so sacred that a lot of unexpected
actions can occur during the performance
like dancers getting possessed to
communicate with the gods and ancestors,
or even dangerous actions such as getting
caught on fire without getting burnt and
making unfamiliar noises.
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1. What is the Kecak dance showcased for? 
2. Who leads the ritual performance? 
3. How did Wayan Limbak and Walter Spies find the dance? 
4. What do you think why the Kecak dance is adapted to Ramayana folk 
    stories? 
5. When did Kecak dance start to be included in a religious event? 
6. Where was the Kecak dance with the most dancers held?
7. Why is the Kecak dance famous?
8. What is the function of paragraph one?
9. How do you connect paragraph two, three and four?
10. What is the content of the last paragraph?

Now, answer these questions below!

Nevertheless, Kecak dance is always open for everyone to watch and is enjoyable.
Despite the unavailability of instruments, it still holds its high artistic values that
attract tourists. The dance was also given an award by the MURI (Museum Rekor
Dunia Indonesia) for having 5555 dancers in Berawa Beach. It has certainly been
Indonesia's pride to have Kecak dance as a part of their many cultures.

Read the second passage!

 Indonesia has such a lot of folk dances that it will take a long time to
discuss them one by one. All of the dances come from the regions
throughout Indonesia, whose islands are thousands. The dances are
performed for some purposes. Here are the folk dances commonly
performed in traditional ceremonies.

Tor Tor dance
Tor Tor dance originated from Sumatera is performed in some ritual events such as the
ceremony of death. As a part of rituals associated with spirits, there is always a stone
statue to symbolize the spirit during the performance. The dancers’ movement follows
the flow of Margondang, the traditional instrument accompanying the dance.
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What is the function of the first paragraph?
What is the classification of the three dances based on?
How are the dances different from one another?
What is the function of paragraph two, three and four?

Now that you have read both passages, work in pairs and find some differences
between two passages. Discuss them with your teammate.
The following questions may help:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Caci dance
Caci dance is from Flores Island, East Nusa Tenggara. The dancers wear
traditional warrior costumes of Manggarai because it tells about two men
fighting each other. This dance is performed in some traditional
ceremonies such as Penti (New Year rituals)

Bedhaya dance
This dance is from Central Java. It symbolizes the love of a wife to her
husband. Since, according to the legend, this is the symbol of the Queen of
South Sea’s love to her husband, the Sultan of Mataram, the dance is only
performed in the royal palaces in Yogyakarta and Surakarta during the
coronation or anniversaries of coronation.

ADJECTIVE VERB NOUN

different differentiate difference

repetitive repeat repetition

inclusive include inclusion

(Written by Joan Helen)

VOCABULARY

Put the underlined words in the two passages above into a table, then complete the
other parts of speech of each word. See the example below!
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GRAMMAR

To help you express reasons in sentences, you had better learn Clause of Reason.

Indonesia has many types of folk dances because there are many tribes who have their
own dances.
Since traditional dances don’t look modern, some choreographers combine traditional
dances with modern ones.
Traditional dances are often performed in ceremonial events for they symbolize the local
people’s beliefs or life.
As the dances symbolize the local people’s beliefs or life, every movement in traditional
dances has philosophical meaning.

Read the examples below!
1.

2.

3.

4.

Do the exercise below!

Match the main clause to its appropriate sub-clause!

Some traditional dances still
exist
Reog Gendang dance was
created by Tulung Agung
community to help the Bugis
man
UNESCO admits many unique
cultural heritages in Indonesia
Pencak silat is a kind of martial
art
Balinese traditional dances are
often performed in ritual
ceremonies

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

- for Indonesia has a lot of
tribes with their unique culture
- because there are many
young people interested in
preserving them.
- as they represent a holy and
sacred purpose for Balinese
tribes
- since Dewi Kilisuci asked the
Bugis man to get the support
from Kilisuci Goddess to marry
her
- because it is used for self-
defense

WRITING

The generic structure of
Report text is:
- general classification
- description

folk songs
folk dances
traditional costumes
traditional food
traditional ceremony

Practice writing a report text now. You can
choose one of the topics below:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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You will listen to a history of the Hanacaraka dance. While listening, write some
important notes. Use the notes to describe the dance with your own
understanding and words.

Closing

LISTENING

Here is the link for the listening task:
https://hedwigbooks.com/listening/  choose the folk story of Aji Saka

SPEAKING

In this session, you can practice your ability to speak by presenting your local culture or
other regions’ culture. Let your classmates know about various cultures found in your
region or country.

What is the social function of Descriptive text?
What is the social function of Report Text?
What is the generic structure of Descriptive text?
What is the generic structure of Report text?

Let’s summarize the material you have learnt by answering the questions below!

1.
2.
3.
4.
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